General Information

Cameo Technical
Reception
Specifications

Shell based components provide a seamless and polished aesthetic.
A single lock core locks all drawers within a pedestal or lateral file.
All hardware necessary for proper installation and stability of an item is provided.
All hardware on a unit is concealed.
8 Wood Veneers, 4 Woodgrain Laminates and 2 Pull options.
Custom capabilities.

Worksurface Construction
Worksurface tops are 3-ply balanced construction and 1 5/32" thick with a self-edge.
Transaction tops 1 5/32" thick and 5-ply balanced construction in veneer or 3-ply balanced construction in laminate.
Transaction tops have solid hardwood rims and are profiled on all sides with mitered corners.
Grain runs left to right unless otherwise stated.
Optional accent tops of ⅜" glass with 2" silver standoffs are available.
Transaction tops in solid surface materials are ½" thick and available in 6 standard colors.
Worksurfaces are bonded to the core with a PVA adhesive in a cold press to prevent separation of the laminate from the core.
Worksurfaces are securely fastened together using high quality European style fastening systems and heavy-duty 16-gauge
joining brackets and wooden dowels to assure maximum strength.
Worksurfaces fit flush with adjoining worksurfaces.
Returns ship with flat brackets & screws to attach to adjoining worksurfaces.
Grommets available for worksurfaces are 2 3/8” in diameter, have a low profile, and include an insert and cover.
Grommets can be field or factory installed.
Factory installed grommets may be ordered in the worksurfaces of desk and return units.

Component Construction
Tops and end panels are securely fastened using high quality European fastening systems to assure maximum strength.
All units are equipped with heavy-duty leveling glides with 1 1/4" of adjustment to ensure proper leveling and compensation for
uneven floors.
All units have finished backs unless noted.
All pedestals have wire management access from pedestal to kneespace.
Decorative moldings are hand applied.
All hinged doors include soft close hinges, unless otherwise noted.
One piece hinge and base plate combination.
Soft close hinges reduce stress placed on the cabinet when the door is closed and offers a quiet closure.
The height from the worksurface to the bottom of a Transaction Counter is 11 1/4".
Drawer and Door fronts have vertically matched grain and utilize the same drawer construction as the pedestals.
All storage units feature standard locking.
Removable lock cores allow for re-keying in the field.
All units ship randomly keyed standard, keyed alike available on request.
Route power and data cables away from the worksurface through inherent grommet placement.
Undersurface tracks are available for additional cord management.
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Drawer Construction
All drawer fronts are standard with elegant veneer faces.
Fronts are 3-ply construction ¾" thick and vertically matched in sets.
Drawer interiors are constructed with wood grain vinyl wrapped sides, ½” thick.
Box and file drawers have ⅛" thick hardboard bottoms.
Lateral file drawers feature ¼” thick bottoms for storage applications.
Drawers are 5-sided construction which allows for easy removal of the drawer fronts without disturbing the contents of the
drawer.
All drawers feature full extension, progressive action slides with precision steel ball bearings.
Box and file drawers are tested for 100 lb capacity; Lateral files are tested for 200 lb capacity.
All suspensions have a limited lifetime warranty.
All file drawers are standard with filing systems designed to accommodate a variety of filing requirements.
Modular component pedestals provide letter filing front to back and legal filing side to side.
File drawers have full height sides and metal file rails.
Legal width file drawers provide legal filing front to back, and letter or legal filing side to side.
Letter width file drawers provide letter filing front to back, and letter or legal filing side to side.
Lateral file drawers provide legal or letter filing front to back or side to side.
All file drawers are standard with custom fitted filing systems designed to accommodate a variety of filing requirements.
The custom fitted filing systems prevents folders from binding and allows the drawer to close with index tabs in place.

Finish
Cameo Reception features Ultra-Violet satin finish on all exposed surfaces by utilizing roll-coat UV technology.
Our durable UVAdvantage® finish makes surfaces less likely to be damaged by abrasions, scratches, water, alcohol, stains, and
common chemicals.
Our UVAdvantage® finish magnifies the beauty of our wood finishes and reduces the darkening, aging, and yellowing process of
wood furniture that naturally occurs over time.
Once cured by UV lighting, our UVAdvantage® finish does not emit irritable toxins, formaldehyde, or solvents into the air
creating a safe work environment within new furniture installations.
This process has allowed us to achieve third party certification for Indoor Air Quality.
Additionally our UVAdvantage® finish greatly reduces hazardous air pollutants which contribute to smog formation, and our
UVAdvantage® finish is recaptured over and over again reducing waste materials.
Automated production technology eliminates exposure to sprayed chemicals in our factories.

Tack Boards
Tack Boards are available in a wide variety of fabric selections for installation with or without a Transaction Counter.
Not compatible with Waterfall Transaction Kit with Paper Slots.

Sustainability
12 Year Warranty (some exclusions apply, see Full Warranty in Price List)
Intertek’s ETL Environmental VOC+ Product Certification
ANSI/BIFMA Level 2 Certified
Contribution to LEED V4
CARB (The California Air Resources Board) Compliance Products
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